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Cutaneous stimulation is known to have powerful reflex
effects on voluntary muscle activity.' Here I will describe how
both the conscious perception ofand the muscle reflex effects
from cutaneous stimulation of one area of skin may be
reduced or abolished by stimulation of an adjacent area of
skin.

Experiments were performed on 9 healthy subjects age 20-
40 years. Subjects maintained a steady voluntary contraction
such that the electromyogram (EMG) recorded from the
surface of first dorsal interosseous muscle (IDIM) was
approximately 20% maximum. (Test) electrical stimuli
(strength 3 times threshold for perception, 3 x T; width
1o00 Is) were delivered 2 per second to the index finger with
ring electrodes. This was not painful but felt as though the
finger was being tapped by a pencil. The surface EMG from
IDIM was rectified and computer averaged after each of 1000
stimuli. The averaged EMG showed a reflex modulation of a
short latency increase in EMG (El), then a decrease (Ii),
corresponding to spinal reflex excitation and inhibition
respectively. This was followed by a larger increase (E2),
latency 55 ms, which is known to require the integrity of the

dorsal columns, cerebral cortex and corticospinal tract, then
a late decrease. Increasing the test stimuli strength to painful
levels (5 x T) increased Ii, and the late inhibition but reduced
E2.

Next, conditioning electrical stimuli at 50 per second
(3 x T; width 100 ps) were applied to another finger while test
stimuli were delivered to the index. The finger receiving the
conditioning stimuli felt as though it was being gripped while
awareness of the test stimuli was reduced or abolished. The
E2 reflex modulation of EMG in IDIM following non-
painful test stimuli and the late inhibition ofEMG following
painful test stimuli was markedly reduced or abolished with
conditioning stimuli. In all subjects, the gating of the
cutaneomuscular reflex and the impaired awareness of test
stimuli was more marked when conditioning stimuli were
applied to the thumb or middle finger than when applied to
the ring or little finger. Following conditioning stimulation,
particularly at higher strengths, the gating of the cutan-
eomuscular reflex responses persisted for up to 20 minutes
after the conditioning had been stopped, implying the
involvement of a neurohumoral mechanism.
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